Joint Appointment Tenure (Eligibility) Agreement

1. Primary Unit: __________________________
   Appointment tenure eligibility or tenure percentage: ____ (must be 50% or greater)

2. Secondary Unit: __________________________
   Appointment tenure eligibility or tenure percentage: ☐ 0% ☐ 33% ☐ 50%

3. Is the faculty member eligible to vote in the secondary unit: ☐ Yes ☐ No

Please sign below to confirm/acknowledge that:

4. There is hiring plan approval for the award of tenure eligibility or tenure in the secondary unit.
5. The appointing unit faculty vote was affirmative.
6. For award of tenure in a secondary unit, dean/chancellor was advised by the elected faculty council.
7. The candidate has been informed and accepted that his or her employment requires that there be a primary appointment and that it include at least 50 percent tenure eligibility or tenure.

Primary Unit Chair/Director Signature: ___________________________ Date: _______

Secondary Unit Chair/Director Signature: ___________________________ Date: _______

Primary Unit Dean/Chancellor Signature: ___________________________ Date: _______

Secondary Unit Dean/Chancellor Signature (If applicable): ___________________________ Date: _______

---

1 Tenure eligibility or tenure that is split between the primary unit and one secondary unit must be split either 50/50 or 67/33 (with the majority percentage (67%) residing in the primary unit).

2 While the Faculty Code provides for the possibility of a resignation by a faculty member of a portion of his or her appointment, the University will not approve a partial resignation that results in an appointment with less than 50% tenure eligibility or tenure.